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 4WUT SERIES WOOD UTILITY TRAY INSERT
Organize kitchen drawers with Rev-A-Shelf’s Wood Utility Tray Insert. The 4WUT Series is made of our classic maple 
hardwood with a UV-cured clear finish to ensure an acceptable match to any kitchen cabinet. This modern day clutter  
solution requires a simple drop-in installation with two sizes that may be trimmed to fit various drawer sizes.

4WUT-1SH  Trimmable Utility Tray   181/2" (470 mm)W x 22" (559 mm)D x 23/8"(60 mm)H Wood 1 8 lbs. $44.35
4WUT-3SH    Trimmable Utility Tray   24" (610 mm)W x 22" (559 mm)D x 23/8"(60 mm)H Wood 1 9 lbs. $58.15

4WUT-1   Trimmable Utility Tray   181/2" (470 mm)W x 22" (559 mm)D x 27/8"(73 mm)H Wood 1 8 lbs. $45.10
4WUT-3    Trimmable Utility Tray   24" (610 mm)W x 22" (559 mm)D x 27/8"(73 mm)H Wood 1 9 lbs. $59.30

 Wood Utility Tray Individual Pack

    SET PER WEIGHT PER  SUGGESTED
 PRODUCT  #'s DESCRIPTION PRODUCT DIMENSIONS FINISH CARTON CARTON LIST PRICE 

CONTAINS: Utility Tray Insert that can be customized for various drawer sizes.

Need to put the hole specs here

4WUT-1  front to back 16-1/4" (413 mm)
each of the cubbies is 3-1/2" w (89 mm)
unit can be trimmed down to 12"w (305 mm)

4WUT-3 front to back is 16-7/8" (429 mm)
each of the big cubbies are 6-3/8" w (162 mm)
the small ones are 3-1/2" w (89 mm)
the divided one is 6-3/4" (172 mm) in the front, 
and 9-3/4" (248 mm)
unit can be trimmed down to 12"w (305 mm)

the divider walls are all 3/8" 
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